1. Let K be a field of characteristic ¿5^0. By a p-olgebra we mean a central simple algebra over K whose dimension is a power of ¿. Although it is known that such an algebra always has a purely inseparable (over K) splitting field E, the role played by E in the structure of the algebra has not been clear. In this paper, we intend to show that essentially all ¿-algebras split by E are obtained by a natural composition of two constituents: a certain purely inseparable field E containing E and any abelian normal extension N of K whose Galois group is related, in a manner to be described, to the structure of E. We must dwell a little on the nature of these ingredients.
Consider a subgroup X of the multiplicative group E* of E such that X contains the multiplicative group K* of K. Such a group will be called regular, if any system of representatives of X modulo K* is linearly independent over K. E itself is called regular if it is additively generated by some regular subgroup of £*, which in this case will be called a maximal regular subgroup. Just below the corollary for Theorem 2 in [2] , it was shown that every finite purely inseparable extension E can be further extended to a regular one E with the same exponent over K and also finite. In what follows, we require E to be regular. The field originally given may have to be enlarged to fulfill this condition, just as a separable field is extended to a normal one in the theory of crossed products. We assume, therefore that E = E.
It follows at once from Theorem 1 of [2] that the group G(X) = X/K* associated with a maximal regular subgroup X of E* is independent of X. There is thus a unique ¿-group G attached to E. The group X is an extension of K* by G. Hence with the selection of a maximal regular group X we obtain a cohomology class XEH2(G, K*). For the sequel let X be fixed.
As for N, it will be a normal extension of F with Galois group T~G. However, N need not be a field; in general it may be a direct III. If aEN and a is fixed under all elements of T, then aEK.
Teichmüller [3] proved that for aEH2(T, N*) the crossed product (N, r, a) defined in the usual way is central simple over K and has all the usual properties. The pair (N, V) will be called a normal ring. 1 We can now state our main theorem. Theorem 1. Let A be a simple algebra of dimension (E:K)2 over its center K. Then E splits A if and only if Aca(N, T, X) for some normal ring (N, V) with T^G.
Here X is interpreted as an element of H2(Y, K*) as it can be because of the isomorphism between G and V.
Before attempting to prove Theorem 1, we shall reformulate it to bring it into better accord with the crude version given at the outset. Given a normal ring (N, T), consider an injection </>: T-^E*/K* such that U"er (/>(<r) is a regular subgroup of E* (it is automatically maximal). The regularity of E guarantees the existence of such injections, since r^G.
On the vector space E ®K N, a multiplication is defined by demanding that (1) (x ® u)(y ® v) = (xy ® Wv) if y G 4>io-).
The resulting algebra will be denoted by E ®¿ N. Theorem 1'. The class of algebras of the form E ®^, N (for fixed regular E) coincides with that of p-algebras containing E as a maximal commutative subring.
It is easily verified that the definition of E ®$ N makes it isomorphic to (N, V, X) for suitable X. Indeed, suppose (p:o^>x<,K*. The nature of <p is such that the set {x«\ <r£r} is a basis of E over K, and hence a basis of £ ®<¡, N over N. If we write x and u instead of (x ®l) and (l®u), respectively, the elements of E ®^ N are of the form »er where the u, are arbitrary coefficients from N. The commuting rule (1) appears as:
[October Finally, let A = U"er x"A*. A is a maximal regular subgroup of E*, which can be thought of as an extension of K* by either G or T. Taking the latter point of view, we may regard the factor set a(<7, t) = -■> (<r, T E T), as a representative of the cohomology class X. We have exhibited the structure of a crossed product (N, T, X) in £®#JV.
For reasons of dimension and the simplicity of crossed products, £<g> A~(A, r, X).
<t>
Since E is obviously contained in E 0$ N (as the subring E ®K), we have also proved the "if" part of Theorem 1. The preceding paragraph is entirely independent of the condition imposed on a, whose only purpose is to insure that certain things are separable over K. For, if öi is not X-separable, a\ will surely be, and E(«ï)P = (E«îY = i. Proof. Let d be defined as an extension of the regular derivation d of Z, exactly as above. B is generated by A and the element u mentioned in the theorem, the latter satisfying the polynomial equation (3). Our first aim is to modify our choice of d so as to make c lie in M'.
Note that cEM, because ca -ac=f(d)(a) = 0, for aEM, and because M is maximal commutative in A. If c is not separable over K, replace d by dp and u by up. It is easily checked that this change leaves all our conventions concerning d intact. Now f(up) = cp, which is A-separable. Let {y, | <r G A} be an Af-basis of A such that xy" = y"x" for all xEM.
Finally denote by W the group of proper vectors of d in Z*.
We shall prove that the maps 7(y"z) with zEW form a F-group of automorphisms of N. In fact
where X is the proper value belonging to z, so that 7(y,z):tt^« + 5(<r) + X. Remark. It is easy to describe the algebra B of Theorem 2 without referring to the structure of a differential extension. Given where {zt|f £IF/i£*} is some fixed system of representatives of W modulo K*, and
We note especially that the range of ß is in K.
3. Back to the proof of Theorem 1. E is again a regular purely inseparable extension of K, X a maximal regular subgroup of E*. We consider the subgroup W of those members of X whose ¿th power lies in K* and set Z = K(W).
Lemma. In E over Z, the group XZ* is a maximal regular subgroup ofE*.
Proof. X generates E additively, as before; hence regularity of XZ* over Z is all that must be proved.
Let {xi, • • • , xs} and {wi, ■ ■ • , wt} be systems of representatives of X modulo W and of W modulo K*, respectively. The X-space spanned by the latter is clearly a ring and must coincide with Z. Since {x¿Wj|í = l, ■ ■ ■ , s; j=l ■ • ■ t] is a system of representatives of X modulo K*, it is linearly independent over K. Hence {xi, • • • , x,} is linearly independent over Z. This completes the proof because {xi, • • • , x, j is also a system of representatives of XZ* modulo Z*. We are given a ¿-algebra A over K containing the field E as a maximal commutative subring. It is required to show that A also contains a direct sum of fields A with a F-group T of automorphisms which is isomorphic to G and induced by the inner automorphisms of A belonging to a system of representatives of X modulo K*. (Here X is an arbitrary preselected maximal regular subgroup of E*.) The proof is by induction on the dimension of E over K, the assertion being trivial if the latter is 1.
Let A' be the centralizer of Z in A. A' is central simple over Z, contains E as a maximal commutative subring, and has a smaller dimension than A. We choose the maximal regular subgroup XZ* of E* for the application of the induction hypothesis. A' has the structure of a crossed product (M, A, a), where (M, A) is a normal ring with A~AZ*/Z*.
A is induced by the inner automorphisms of A' belonging to a system of representatives of XZ* modulo Z* which could certainly be chosen to coincide with the system {xi ■ • • xs} occurring in the proof of the lemma. This set was previously denoted by {y"|<r£A}, and a(cr, r) defined as y^/y<,yr-Let the elements of A be numbered ffi, • • • , as in such a way that yti -Xi. We note that a(ffi, ak)EW.
W being a maximal regular subgroup of Z*, and A (a central simple algebra containing A' as the centralizer of Z) being a differential extension of A', we apply Theorem 2 to find a normal ring (A, T) from which A is produced as a crossed product. The elements of A' whose corresponding inner automorphisms induce V are {y"z|<r£A, zGPl7} according to the proof of Theorem 2.
Since K is the center of A, the elements z might as well be restricted to the set {Wx, ■ • ■ , wt} of representatives of W modulo K*. Thus T = I(S), where 5= {x.îf,} is a system of representatives of X modulo K*. Finally, the map xi£*->7x is a homomorphism from X/K* onto T; that it is an isomorphism, hence G^-T, is most easily seen by noting that (A:K) = (G:\y. 
